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The annual workshop 
for history teachers 
showcases some of 
the many talented 
and award-winning 
professors in the UT 
Department of History.

HISTORY 

Thirty-sixth
WORKSHOP for 

HISTORY 
TEACHERS

This half-day program of lectures and 
conversation offers East Tennessee 
educators a chance to learn about the 
latest research from department faculty, 
ranging from Islamic and native American 
history to recent developments in the 
study of the American Revolution and 
the environmental impact of horses on 
US cities in the late 19th century. It also 
provides a chance for high school and 
university teachers to share ideas about 
how to improve the teaching of history. 
In this event, UT partners with the East 
Tennessee Historical Society, which has a 
strong tradition of its own in supporting 
area history teachers. 

Register today! Registration is $20. 

For more information, contact 
Mary Beckley at mcopela8@utk.edu

/ WORKSHOP /



Saturday, September 10 - EAST TENNESSEE HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 

 9:00 - 9:45 a.m.

 / “Globalizing the Curriculum: The American Revolution” /

CHRISTOPHER MAGRA
 In his presentation, Magra will explain the new history on the American Revolution 

and discuss emerging themes in Atlantic history.

 
 10:00 - 10:45 a.m.

 / “Themes in Early Islamic History” /

ALISON VACCA

Using evidence from historical coins, Professor Vacca will explore three main themes 
in early Islamic history: (1) continuity and change in the Middle East after Muhammad; 
(2) the relationship between religion and political power; and (3) religious, ethnic, and 
linguistic diversity in the Islamic world.
 

 
 11:00 - 11:45 a.m.

 / “Not Just Sequoyah and Principal Chief John Ross: 
Cherokee History and the Trail of Tears Beyond the Big Men” /

JULIE REED

Familiar primary documents are often used to reconstruct historical events. However, 
sometimes less-familiar documents can be helpful to a broader understanding. In her talk, 
Reed will share with attendees a list of reliable secondary sources and encourage their 
use to consider the wider human impact and the events that lead to the forced Cherokee 
Removal. Participants will walk away with a list of primary documents and secondary   

           sources, which are readily available through the web, to use to with students.

/ “America’s First Energy Crisis: The Great Horse Flu of 1872” /

ERNEST FREEBERG, Distinguished Professor of Humanities and Head 
of the UT Department of History

In the fall of 1872 an epidemic spread through the horse and mule population of 
North America, debilitating these animals from Toronto to Nicaragua. The year-long 
plague stopped the economy in its tracks, revealing how essential horse power was to 
American life in the late 19th century. The epidemic appeared just when new sources of  

          mechanical and electrical power were being developed, producing a change in the   
                                  human relationship to animals in the 20th century that some scholars have called 
                                  “the Great Separation.”
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